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EDITOR’S NOTE

“IF YOU WANT TO KNOW THE LAW AND 
NOTHING ELSE”

I once studied Bava Kamma with a learned and passionate attorney, 
and I recall how puzzled, dismayed, and even affronted he was by 
some of the laws we encountered. Take the idea of being exempt 

from penalty in human law but guilty in the law of God (patur be-dinei 
adam ve-hayyav be-dinei Shamayim; see Bava Kamma 55b). These cases 
involve indirect causation of damage: for example, breaking down a fence, 
through which the neighbor’s animal escapes, or hiring false witnesses, 
where the direct harm is brought about by the witness, not the person 
who paid them. Against the Halakha my friend invoked the authority of 
Oliver Wendell Holmes’ 1897 Harvard lecture “The Path of the Law.”1 
“If you want to know the law and nothing else,” writes the future Justice, 
“you must look at it as a bad man, who cares only for the material conse-
quences which such knowledge enables him to predict, not as a good 
one, who fi nds his reasons for conduct, whether inside the law or outside 
of it, in the vaguer sanctions of conscience.” What normal, sophisticated 
late 20th century American would appeal to a heavenly penalty? Only hu-
man sanctions deter.

As a practical concern about the contemporary world, my havruta 
had a point. Our commercial society and our material culture require a 
high level of security to function properly. Naturally those whose prop-
erty or person is harmed by the culpable actions of others expect to recu-
perate their losses from those who culpably caused them. Moreover, it is 
easier for modern law to trace the lines of indirect causation back to those 
responsible. All this may affect how Halakha would be applied in a mod-
ern society committed to its practice. For the framework of the Talmud 
itself, however, and the general religious perspective on which those laws 
are based, one should consider, to begin with, that according to some 
views, the victim is allowed to retain such compensation as he has ex-
tracted, although the court does not levy such compensation on his be-
half. This possibility presumes the fact that Halakha tolerates self-help to 
a greater extent than contemporary culture allows, and that is a subject 

1 Harvard Law Review 10, 457-478, accessible at http://constitution.org/lrev/
owh/path_law.htm.
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for another time. Beyond this option, a religious society can and does 
exert enormous pressure on its members. The obligation to obey the laws 
of Heaven may precipitate formal or informal pressure to ensure that even 
Justice Holmes’ bad man will agree to meet his halakhic obligations. 
Lastly, in a religious society, even the bad man, who cares only for the 
bottom line, trembles about the prospect of encountering God, and may 
feel compelled to behave accordingly. Even the “bad man” knows some-
thing that the pragmatic secularist, sneering at “the vaguer sanctions of 
conscience,” has forgotten.

Holmes’s concept of the “bad man” means that the promulgation 
and interpretation of law has nothing to do with morality. Moral tradi-
tionalists are mistaken when they assign to the law an educational or in-
spirational role, expressive of moral or religious ideals, aiming to mold 
ethical character. Law is no more and no less than a tool for society to 
promote its collective agenda by threatening to penalize those who do 
not conform: it is based on power, not justice. To illustrate: most of us 
would distinguish between routine traffi c laws, regulating parking and 
the like, on the one hand, and criminal law, governing murder, theft, and 
the like. Criminal law refl ects and encourages moral judgment; violation 
of civil ordinances does not stigmatize the penalized person as a criminal. 
For Holmes this distinction is specious. The only question is: what is the 
penalty and how does one avoid it.

Holmes, of course, disavowed the move from what he considered 
realistic legal analysis to cynical moral prescription, though his own juris-
prudence more than occasionally displays a cynical side. Over a hundred 
years later, most human beings still do not reduce lawfulness to the mere 
calculation of self-interested advantage. They have not yet internalized 
the refl exes of his proverbial “bad man.” That “yet,” I submit to you, 
should sound an alarm. The script embedded in Holmes’s essay is an in-
sidious one, the gospel of self-interest is constantly reinforced by secular 
culture, and the “bad man’s” vision readily becomes a self-fulfi lling 
prophecy. Once an individual or a group begins to conceive of human 
existence in these terms, the perspective of the bad man is liable to extend 
to the encounter with religious law as well. We should not be shocked 
when nominally religious people conduct their relationship with God and 
His Law along the same businesslike lines.

When I warn against treating Halakha no differently than the secular 
legal system, with an eye only to predicting how it affects one’s mundane 
interests, I am not referring to trends outside of mainstream Orthodox 
Halakha. Unlike some halakhic liberals whose positions we dismiss, for 
whom God predictably and almost automatically tracks the up to date 
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standards of the day and place, Holmes’ Jewish bad man acknowledges 
that halakhic truth often blocks our desires. Precisely because Holmes’ 
bad man knows that Halakha is robust enough to deny his wishes, he or 
she hires a lawyer or becomes one. The role of the lawyer, in Holmes’s 
scheme, is to predict what his client can get away with. A competent law-
yer can estimate accurately the constraints of legal or halakhic reality. The 
superior lawyer, through his or her erudition, eloquence, and other skills, 
hopes to move the boundaries of what the law will tolerate within those 
constraints.

The bottom line halakhic conclusions, for such a legalistic reading of 
the halakhic landscape, one that judges shrewdly what results are feasible 
and what, under the circumstances, is undoable, may be very close to 
those of the committed religious believer. As an ideal type, and in real life 
approximations, there is a “legalistic man,” who, in some of his external 
superfi cial manifestations, passes for the “halakhic man” central to Juda-
ism. In truth, however, he represents a strange imposture of the religious 
spirit. He is the fl owering of a Holmesian philosophy that cares to know 
law and nothing else.

II

Contrast, for example, the need for inwardness in Judaism with its status 
in the bad man’s philosophy. Halakha cannot dispense with the require-
ments of external behavior, whether in social relations or in the service 
of God. At the same time, the religious life is devoted to many perfor-
mances expressing ethical and emotional inwardness, what R. Bahya called 
“the duties of the heart.” Think of prayer, love of God, fear of God, reli-
gious joy, and the observance of grief, think of the vast vocation of char-
acter building that comes under imitating God and cleaving unto Him, to 
say nothing of the ideals of Torah li-shemah and fulfi llment of divine com-
mandments for their own sake, which presuppose a persistent yearning 
to attain pure motivation. For this reason R. Soloveitchik stressed, in his 
Halakhic Man, that the ideal type represented by “halakhic man” includes 
within it homo religiosus as well. That is why the great minds honored in 
our religious tradition are distinguished by their sensitivity to others and 
by their intense passion for God.

Though legalistic man, in his Orthodox guise, cannot deny the evi-
dence of the Halakha, what does inwardness mean to the person who 
cares only for the material consequences, the effects on money and status, 
which knowledge of the law enables him to predict? He can, no doubt, 
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meticulously utter all the prescribed words of the prescribed prayer and 
mimic the gestures of joy and grief that are demanded of him. He may, 
more or less convincingly, impersonate the performances of humility, in-
tegrity, equanimity, respect for others, sympathy, submissiveness and so 
forth, as he fi nds them laid down in normative halakhic works.

Given his premises this is the best he is able to muster; and, when he 
is forced to defend himself, he may well point out that the religious indi-
viduals who make so much of our personal relationship to God and ex-
pend much effort on the duties of the heart also fall short of our professed 
ideals. The legalist is content to confi ne himself to the realm of external 
performance; he is happy to spare himself the unnecessary struggle and 
self-accusation that is the inevitable lot of the traditional religious be-
liever. He dares us to condemn his insouciance and self-satisfaction. If he 
had to, he would challenge God, before the Throne of Judgment, to hold 
him responsible for neglecting to develop an inner life. And make no 
mistake: he expects to win his suit!

It is a principle of criminal law, adopted by Halakha as well, that there 
can be no punishment without prior warning—ein oneshim ela im ken 
mazhirim (BT Yoma 81a). Religious life, by contrast, like common sense 
morality, insists that we are responsible before God for commissions and 
omissions that are not spelled out beforehand in the law codes. Ramban, 
whose remarks on the imperative to sanctify oneself even within the range 
of what is permitted by statute (Leviticus 19:2), and the commandment 
to do the right beyond the letter of the law are fundamental to Jewish 
ethics (Deuteronomy 6:18), frequently comments, regarding morally 
reprehensible behavior described in the book of Genesis, that decent hu-
man beings reject such conduct, and there is therefore no need for a 
specifi c Torah injunction to prohibit them.

From the legalist viewpoint, Ramban’s orientation is indigestible. Some 
years ago a brilliant scholar of Jewish law and history, a man with links to 
the Orthodox world, took Ramban to task. In this scholar’s opinion, 
Ramban’s doctrine that one may be depraved within the mandate of the 
law is an abandonment of the Jewish teaching that the Law is “the sole 
constitutive of humankind’s relation with God.” He blames Ramban’s re-
grettable lapse on his being unconsciously in the grips of Christian ideology. 
Less colorful versions of this complaint against moral standards that are not 
derived directly from explicit law are not uncommon. These voices harmo-
nize with those of people who, not having much use or pleasure in their 
inner life, are made unhappy by the idea of having to subject their lives to 
self-criticism without the aid of rigidly defi ned protocols of behavior, and the 
demand that they summon up resources of passion that are not externally 
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and precisely scripted. Thus the mediocre man, who cherishes his peace of 
mind and does not want it disrupted by anything except for the inescapable 
imposition of the law, takes on aspects of Holmes’s bad man, for whom the 
meaning of law is exhausted by its impact on his status.

III

Failure, the breakdown of the ideal, sometimes provides the crucial test 
of a way of life. Halakha often must come to terms with the limitations 
of social constraint, political confl ict, and the like. Think of the ethics of 
war, think of the compromises needed to forestall war, or to coexist with 
others in a secular society; think even of keeping the peace within a fam-
ily. Here goals and values sacred to us as religious Jews may be sacrifi ced 
or compromised for the sake of goals and values that are more important 
or more urgent. In these situations the religious Jew who respects in-
wardness experiences a tragic rational regret respecting the claim of the 
values and goals that have been overridden though not annulled. The 
religious Jew must keep these values and goals alive: they must not be lost 
merely because, at a practical level, they have not prevailed for the 
moment due to circumstances or collision with greater values. For the 
legalist who is not preoccupied with the inner life of the religiously com-
mitted individual, once the “correct” solution has been identifi ed, there 
is no point tormenting oneself about what has been given up.

When failure takes the form of sin, Halakha prescribes confession, 
regret, resolve for the future, and regeneration. These are very different 
for religious individuals and for legalistic Holmesian agents. The former 
is shaken by the awareness of sin. He is haunted by the conviction of sin—
“For my iniquities I know, and my sin is before me always.” (Psalms 51:5) 
Where God is intimately present and His image is hallowed, repentance, 
the mysterious privilege that enables one to remedy offenses against oth-
ers and overcome estrangement from God, is approached with a sense of 
holy dread and sacrifi cial submission: “The offerings of God, a broken 
spirit: the heart broken and abased, Oh God you will not despise.” 
(Psalms 51:19) Needless to say, this most intimate encounter is painfully 
and gloriously a private one.

Holmes’s bad man, by contrast, resorts to repentance as an uncom-
fortable but necessary measure when he cannot get his way otherwise. As 
the common criminal looks upon prison as an occupational hazard rather 
than a moral stigma, so his more upscale counterpart treats the rituals 
of apology and the theater of repentance as part of the cost of doing 
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business. One swallows repentance as a sufferer from headache takes an-
algesic, tapping his foot impatiently and fi ddling with his Blackberry as he 
waits for the drug to work its magic, for the wave of perfunctory censure 
to recede and allow his career to resume its familiar trajectory. Apology is 
scripted; repentance is negotiated, with effi ciency of effort and without 
wasted emotion. No wonder the spectacle of public repentance enacted 
by embarrassed politicians and other celebrities rings so hollow, so unsat-
isfying, and so predictable. How, as we progressively internalize the bad 
man’s legalism, can we avoid having our own spiritual story follow suit?

IV

They asked R. Yohanan b. Zakkai why the Torah exacts greater penalties 
of the gannav (the thief, who acts stealthily) than of the gazlan (the 
robber, who does not attempt to avoid observation)? Because the latter 
treated the Master (God) with the same degree of respect as the slave 
(man), defying both, while the former did not equate them: he evaded 
human detection and did not fear divine knowledge (Bava Kamma 79b).

Offhand, one cannot imagine a text more likely to evoke a snicker 
from Holmes’s bad man and those who maintain that the law is primarily 
addressed to the transgressor. Does anyone really believe that the discrep-
ancy between the penalties for one crime or the other, with its theological 
rationale, deters the bad man who looks at law only as it affects his world-
ly well-being? The obvious response, as we have seen, is that Judaism is 
not confi ned to the bad man’s jaundiced perspective. The law is educa-
tional, a reminder to R. Yohanan and his disciples, if not to the thief 
himself, that inwardness and the God-relationship matter.

Paradoxically, however, the statement confi rms one element in Holmes’s 
thesis. If the Torah, according to R. Yohanan, must backhandedly “com-
mend” the robber for being as oblivious to human society as he is to God, 
we may infer that many people, like Holmes’s bad man, are impervious to 
divine strictures and alienation. It is not only contemporary culture that 
cares only for immediate tangible outcomes. In ancient times too, God’s 
presence, His love, or His displeasure, seemed remote to many people 
much of the time.

There is an all-important difference between our ancient thief and our 
contemporary Holmesian. The thief does not have a theory about the rela-
tionship of Halakha and God. The thief does not speak to the community of 
the Beit Midrash or for that community. Unlike Holmes, the Harvard 
Law School professor on his way to the Supreme Court, his words do not 
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suggest the attitude of the elites. If interrogated, the thief is likely to ac-
cept conventional religious and moral judgments and to ascribe his crime 
to impulsiveness and short-sightedness and inconsistency, not to his 
proudly proclaimed philosophy of law and Halakha; at the moment of the 
theft, God is remote to him rather than absent or irrelevant. Our thief 
may or may not follow the Talmud’s line of reasoning that his actions 
betray an implicit deviation from normative theological belief. For that 
reason, despite its all-too-human inconsistency, the thief’s inner life, 
when he is not engaged in theft, is not always religiously inert. His expe-
rience of prayer, character formation, fear of God, the desire to atone and 
remedy various sins and failings, may not differ from that of average reli-
gious folk who never steal. 

However that may be, the mentality of the thief, having survived two 
thousand years of Musar, is likely to remain with us, regardless of our at-
tempts to reform individuals. We will have to continue living with it, and 
repenting our own temptation to display the same weakness. Of those 
who have succumbed to the legal philosophy of Holmes’s bad man in its 
Jewish version, who have marginalized the elements of religious life and 
learning that do not attract them, who are impervious to the kind of 
moral or emotional awakening that cannot be contained within the nar-
row compass of the behavioral norms that do engage their compliance—
they too are unlikely to change, I fear, though God, we believe, works in 
mysterious ways and no intellectual defenses are secure against Him. 

What is within our power, as rabbis and committed religious Jews, is 
to be clear about the difference between the kind of legalism we have just 
discussed and commitment to Halakha as the path God has laid down for 
us to serve Him. Adherents of Holmesian legalism are capable of making 
signifi cant contributions to the study of Jewish law and literature, just as 
they are capable of making good litigators; it is foolish to pretend other-
wise. Who should be held up as models for religious or moral emulation 
is a different affair. If avodat ha-Shem, in its behavioral, ethical and expe-
riential manifestations, is the core of our individual and communal exis-
tence, that should be expressed in how and what and whom we admire. 
To pretend otherwise is, I predict, to lay ourselves open to periodic em-
barrassment, shame, and disgrace. Worse than the external consequences, 
however, it is a betrayal of everything Orthodoxy should stand for.
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